Dick Olson Defeats Butch
Matheson For President
77% of Student Body
Votes in Election
In a general election Tuesday
Dick Olson defeated Butch Matheton for the student body presiden
cy by a vote of 334 to 246. Seventy-

'Contributor'
DeadlineSet
For April 15
Prize Manuscripts
To be Published
In Spring Issue
“The deadline for second se
mester Contributor manuscripts has
been set tentatively at April 15,”
John Arbuthnot, editor, announced
this week. Students are encouraged
to complete their creative work and
Submit it by this time, he added.
Short stories, poetry, sketches and
•Mays will be accepted. ManuSOripts' may be submitted to any
■lember of the board, or left in
the Lawrentian office, in a sealed
envelope.
ft is traditional that work receiv
ing the college English prizes be
printed in this issue of the Con
tHbutor. These prizes are the Hicks
A o rt story and poetry prizes, the
Alexander Reid essay prize, and
toe Tichener critical essay award.
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seven per cent of the student body
participated in the elections.
Olson, a member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, has been active in sports
and student government. He has
won numerals in football, basket
ball, and tennis, letters in basket
ball and tennis.
He has served as president of
Brokaw Hall and represented Law
rence at the Midwest Conference
at Beloit.
Olson will assume his duties as
Lawrence Student Body President
Monday night at'the regular week
ly meeting of SEC.
An open letter to the student bo
dy from Olson is published on page
8 of this week’s LAWRENTIAN
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'WhytheChurch'
SubjectofConfab
Midwest Conference
Schools Participate

"Why the Church?” is the theme
of the second Wisconsin Ecumenical
Conference, which will be held at
Student body president candidates Matheson and Olson are shown here at the outset of
Wayland Academy, Beaver Dam,
March 21 to 23. 1952.
the campaign which ran from Thursday until Tuesday. Left to right are: George Oetting,
The SCA on the Lawrence cam who gave the introductoiy speech for Matheson; Butch Matheson;, Dick Olson; and Bill
pus is participating in this united Cooley who gave Olson's introductory speech.
conference of college religious or
ganizations, and students at Law
rence may attend the conclave.
The platform speakers will be:
Max Adams, Professor of religion
at Macalaster College, and former
14 la suggested that students national director of student work
Mbmltting work tor these prises for the Presbyterian church, and
•I n present a copy of their work Dr. Wayne Clymen, Professor of
to the Contribatsr board, slate Practical Theology at Evangelical
work M t receiving the awards Theological Seminary, Naperville,
Might nevertheless by —itable Illinois, graduate of Union Theolog
tor publication to the magazine. ical Seminary, and an ordained
This is necessary because maaa- Evangelical minister.
J. Rodman Williams, chaplain at
•eripts will aot be retaraed from
Mm prise competition until after Beloit College, will also speak. Col
the Contributor baa been plan lege faculty members and Minis
ters will act as resource leaders.
ned.
Today is Appleton Wsrren Day.
sponsoring
Members of the board to whom Among the other schools partic
As the town turns out to meet committee of the
work maybe submitted are Joan ipating will be the University of
group.
Tom
Burns
Is
treasurer
■nglish, Betty Kilich, Helen Stans- Wisconsin, Ripon, Beloit, Carroll Film Classic. will show the Governor E .rl Warren, activities for the organisation.
American
production
'
Specter
of
will
tend
toward
the
campus
and
bory, John Hollingsworth, James and Downer colleges.
Vabers, and Calvin Atwood, who Students who are interested in the Rose” Sunday at 1:30, 6:30, Lawrence students will have the Jared Ingcrsoil is chairman pra
mplaces John Runkel on the board attending the conference should and 8:30.
chance to see history in the mak- tem of the campus Warren back*
4k lo. , nrM l. nt... _ _ _ ers, and Barbara Boon Is tempor
9veshmcn are especially urged to contact Mr. Goeser or Mr. Waring The film, released In 1948, stars’
tom in their manuscripts for con in the religion office, MH, 32, im Judith Anderson, Mich.el Chekhov. “ 1* “ *he 1,52 pre,ldentl*1 c * m' ary corresponding secretary. The
sideration. Publication date for mediately. The registration dead Ivan Kirov and Viola Essen. Writ-P»1*" *eU underway,
group is working on the encourage*
toe Contributor has been set at line is March 15. Students will be ten and directed by Ben Hecht, the At 8:00 p.m. 70 Lawrentians will ment of voting registration among
excused from Saturday classes, film is based on the theme of the take part in a parade to escort students who are or will be of age
■ay 26.
and transportation is being provid ballet. “Specter of the Rose" tells
Warren to the Memorial chapel. for the primary.
ed. Financial aid is available.
the story of the half-mad dancer
They
will bear torches and posters Some of the Lawrence backere
under .suspicion of having murd
will be present this noon to greet
Lawrence women may sign np ered his first wife, and an adoring and accompany a motor cavalcade Governor Warren at a Luncheon
for Interviews for post-college ballerina who marries him. Con and band wagon. The Lawrence in the Hotel Athern at Oshkosh.
H r. Chester D. Seftenberg, dep- positions with Mrs* Rice at the niving to help him regain his for Pep band will play.
They will accompany his itinerary
Oto to the assistant secretary of Dean'a office now. Underclass mer brilliance as a dancer are a
to Neenah where radio station WNThe
procession
will
wend
its
toe Air Force will be on the cam
AM will carry his opening address
women are welcome to take this middle-aged, one-time ballerina
way from the corner sf Superior at 2:00 p.m.
tomorrow, March 15, to dis- opportunity also, in order to get and an unemployed impressario.
This film was originally schedul 8treet and College avenue and
M M the AF ROTC unit with Dr. Ideas on what jobs will be avail
This sftersioon, until the time
■bthan Pusey, and will remain for able and how to schedule their ed to be shown at 6:30 and 8:30 to make Its way to the chapel of the Warren Day dinner at the
toe Military Ball as one of the dig
courses accordingly. Represent night. Due to a schedule conflict where the rally will be held. An Elks club at 6:36, the candidate
nttaries in the receiving line.
overflow crowd is anticipated will appear at the mills in Neeatives for various concerns will it is postponed until Sunday.
Mr. Seftenberg is the father of be on campus soon.
Admission is 40 cents plus 8 cents for Warren’s speech which is nah-Menasha, the Menasha arm
Margaret Seftenberg, a senior at
scheduled to begin at 8:36.
federal tax.
ory, and in Kaukauna,
Little
lawrence.
Arrangements for the rally are Chute and Kimberly.
under the supervision of F. Thca I After the reception, Earl Wardore Cloak, vice-chairmen of the ren will leave Appleton for SheAppleton Warren • Eisenhower boygan to continue his itinerary
Backers. Neal Marshall, George {through the state.
ß illb o G S ld
Beltz and Merry Belle Kercher are Presidential candidate Robert A.
student parade assistants.
Taft will appear at the Memorial
Friday 14
Merton
M.
Scalts
is
chairman
of
chapel on March 22, and Harpft
SEC Coffee Hour
MU
vice and our table snd our lace
by Barbara Brooks
French Club - MU
We Ormsbyites have a problem tablecloth and have our coffee the reception for Warren to be Stassen is scheduled to speak lat
held in the Memorial union fromjer in the spring.
Campus Club — Square Dance —we've been scorncd! Almost ev hours in the Brokaw lounge?
10:00 pm to midnight. Invitations)
0G
You
surely
don’t
want
to
go
out
ery Sunday since last spring we’ve
Recital, Buchman and Manny been having coffee hours after din side in this weather, do you? After to the reception have been sent to D n i/ n iil P o r n iu m n
representatives of
m a n a g e m e n t , H C W C I V i n g
Cons.
ner. Last year the fellows came all Easter, we’re going to stop having
labor and farming, ministerial and
Saturday 15
the time, but for the last few coffee hours, but now, you can't
professional groups. Lawrence stu
> 1:00 Military Ball - MU weeks things have been looking prefer slush and rain!
(fctO hours)*
quite deserted. We’re getting a lit Still, there must be a reason for dents and Faculty are also invitSanday 16
_
,
.
tle worried, so we’ve decided to all this coyness about coming. Don’t e<*’ .
Other Lawrence people associ
MO Phi Mu Alpha recital-Cons.
In the receiving line of the Mil
swallow our pride and ask just try telling us that you’re shy—we
ated with the Warren movement itary Ball tomorrow night at 9:00
SiJO SCA- MU
what is happening. (Besides, it’s all know better than that!
USO, 6:30, 8:30 Film Classic
On, sure, we know you’re busy in Appleton are M. M. Bober, will be Mr. and Mrs. Pusey, Lt.
Leap Year.)
Specter of the Rose
and have homework, but you'll be William A. McConagha, Elmer Col. James R. Wiley, Major and
Dear fellas,
Monday 17
Gosh, do you think that this is taking “breaks" anyway, so you Jennings, the Misses D o r r 11 Mrs. Roy Sousley, Cadet Major
Friedlander, Dorothy
Draheim Ted Hill and Cadet Captain Jack
MO Greeks
fair — it is Leap Year, and we might as well be here.
Tuesday 16
Besides, look at all the advan and Marguerite 8chumann, who Willey.
are supposed to be chasing you,
The receiving line will form at
IJM5 YWA-MU
but don’t you think this is carry tages—tables for all you bridge are members of the Steering
9:00 and will last until 9:45.
Modern Dance
ing things too far? And, anyway, addicts, nice comfortable chairs
Wednesday 19
At 11:00 the honorary major and
what’s the reason for this sudden for those of you inclined just to
Frosh Dinners
the sweethearts of each of the four
sit and talk, steaming hot cof Spiegelberg to Speak
abandonment?
Thursday 20
Sunday evening at 8:30 in Mem squadrons will be presentod by the
Don't you like coffee? That fee — aad, of course, our charm
M S a.m. Cons. Faculty Mtg.
orial Union Mr. Herbert Spiegel Cadet Commander and the Squad
hardly aeema possible — you ing company!
toSO A. Cl. • SH 200
So, please, fellas, don’t scorn us berg will address the newly form ron Commanders respectively.
drink enough of H at the Union.
Friday 21
Maybe It'a the amaH eapa, bet like you have been. At least give ed Skeptics Session Club on "ex- The dance itself will run from
totO Faculty Mtg. - AC
istenstialism.” This philosophy was 9:00 to 1:00, 1:30 hours have been
you eoaid have more than oae, the coffee hours a fair chance.
All • College Mixer - MU
IT yea wanted. Or da you -want I Mmmm. . .smell that coffee. See the underlying theme of the Recent obtained for all girls attending the
foreign filin “The Chips Are Down”. dance.
ea le hrftag ear ailver eeffee aer- (you Sunday?

Governor Warren to Speak
Tonight in Memorial Chapel

Film Classics
G/ve 'Specter
Of the Rose'

Many Lawrentians Involved
In Appleton Warren Program

AF Deputy Arrives
Vo Discuss ROTC

Scorned Ormsbyites Try Coaxing
To Liven Up Sunday Coffee Hours

Line for Military
Ball Saturday Night

2 Th« Lowrtntton
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Aria From Mozarts
'Marriage of Figaro1
Included in Program
On Thursday evening, March 20,
Nadine Eisne? will present her se
nior voice recital. The program,
with Donna Braeger at the piano,

GENERAL
OFFICE
SUPPLY
School Supplies
of All Kindt

T h ere's a thrill in
store for you when
your favorite clothes
com e
b ack
really
C-L-E-A-N
looking
from

CLARK'S
CLEANERS
College Avenue
Neor the Ceinput

2141. College

BUETOW’S

Beauty

Hoir Cutting & Styling
Phene 4-2131

Come in and look over the omozingly low prices on top
recordings. Pleose do not drool on merchandise.

IDEAL
PHOTO SHOP
208 E. College Ave.

glittering
CHOICE LEATHER GOODS
Billfolds
MPSaSb
ond Luggage

SUELFLOWS

and

versatile
See our sparkling
new dress-up collection
ond find the dress
of your dreams —
the dress to make your
every wish come
true.
All Shades

A Complete
Line of Drugs
and Toiletries

30« E. COLLEGE AVE.

Prescription Pharmacy
DIAL 3-5551

WOfilENS APPAREL
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Annual Phi Mu Existentialism Hits Lawrence;
LWA Flash Friday, March 14, 1952
Scholarship
'No E x i t b y Sartre, Next Tues.
The regular meeting of the LWA Presidents
BY DICK PETERSON
council1
Tuesday noon,
Concert Sunday On Tuesday, the 18th of M .rch1' “ ln lhe e*pre«.lon of his thought, March 11,wasin held
the Terrace room at

Meet in III.
This Weekend

The annual Scholarship F u n d at 7:30 o'clock at the M e m o ria l One is a strictly philosophical and the Union.
Concert of Phi Mu Alpha-Sinfonia Union — a play will be presented, is very difficult to understand.
will be presented at 8:00 p.m. Sun* It is a good play with good actors, The other level is literary and is Marilyn Donahue announced that
day evening, March 16, in Peabody but there is much more to it than an offshoot of the philosophical, 12 o'clock hours will be given to
that. The play is “No Exit,” and Sartre’s plays, like his novels, are all women March 21 the night be
hall.
Discuss Principles of
At the concert a plan will be an its author is a French writer, who of this level and, of course, do not fore Spring vacation. This will not
Education and Liberal
philosophical
nounced whereby a Phi Mu Alpha has started a literary and philoso contain the deep
into be the regular procedure before all
Sinfonia scholarship award will be phical fire which, in certain parts meaning that is often read
Arts Aims of Schools
vacations, but it is granted now
offered next year, and in succeed of the world, is spreading into a them.
la “No Exit," however, it ia because of the all-college mixer to The presidents and admission*
ing years, to some deserving sec revolution. It is true that he lit
ond semester sophomore
man. it with a burning stick from a fire possible to glimpse many dleas, be held on that night.
directors of the Midwest conference
This project was recently under that was already there; but, nev although complete understanding
May Day festivities are being are making conference history thia
taken by the Lawrence chapter, ertheless, it is in many respects, of them la quite another saatter.
and the local group is one of the distinctly his own. His name is The play la mainly concerned planned for May 11, Mothers’ Day. weekend as they meet in Evanston
with three people in hell. This In case of bad weather, the chapel and Oak Park with Illinois high
few national chapters to promote Jean-Paul Sartre.
Many of you have heard of this hell la clearly different from that
such a plan.
has been engaged for the ceremon school principals and guidance peo
Sunday’s program includes three man and his work and are inter envlaloned by the living: th e
ies: otherwise the events will take ple. The group is meeting to dis
three,
Garcin,
Ines,
and
Estelle,
ested
in
learning
more
about
him;
North American folk songs ar
ranged for cello and soprano by many more of you have not heard are condemned to each others place at the Alexander gymnasium. cuss principles of education and
|Eric Stokes. Stokes, a senior the of him and are not interested in company for eternity.
A tea will be held at the union fol the mutual aims of the liberal arts
They are different in all bat
ory major, is song leader and pro- learning anything about him.
lowing the activities. Joan English schools in the conference.
; gram chairman for Gamma Zeta There is very little that can be one reapect — each committed
and MerryBelle Kercher are now The importance of this event is
once
act
which
waa
the
culmina
said to these two groups because
Chapter.
tion
and
defining
point
of
their
the
former
will
go
to
the
play;
the
organizing committees to help with in the cooperation of the schools in
The Brahms Sonata is being per,
their efforts to bring about a uni«
formed by two pledges of the fra- i*tter
*t*y away. There Is, llvea. Their acta were almllar la this tradition.
fied policy and spirit to the group.
' ternity. The madrigal group, which however, a third group: those peo- the relationship of earthly val
im making its first public appear-|Ple who »re inclinded toward phil- ues, and In that sense t h e y Realization of this by the others is Hand in hand with this spirit«
the final step and the play comes another important meeting will be
ance, is under the supervision of osophy *nd literature and would, “chose their hell.“
The greater part of the play is a to a close on a note of resigna held at Lawrence. At 9:45 tomor
Miss Elaine Sinrud. Its members because of this, enjoy “No Exit,
matter of each one’a stripping tion as dramatic as life itself.
row morning, dieticians from alt
are: Nadine Eisner, Mary Hoff-!We ur*e y°u lo attend it.
mann, Phyllis Thompson, Carol A ^ttle introduction to Sartre
—■---- bear his or her life. Estelle and The play is directed by Jeri the schools of the conference will
Code. Jack Zel, Wendell Orr, Bob and his P1®* is in order here* Sar-,Garcin attempt to change this, but Sopanen, and the parts of Garcin, open their convention at the Art
Schultz and Don Marth.
'
itre is the leading proponent of a Inez is the voice of Sartre in the Inez, Estelle, and the Valet a r e center. They will have a noon lun
The price of admission is fifty philosophical doctrine which can sense that she states the basic ex- taken by Bob Sonkowsky, Georgia cheon at Bussell Sage hall. Mist
be best termed French existential- istential theme of the play: “You Hester, Carolyn Maier and Dave Edith Mattson is hostess for the
cents.
affair.
Three North American Folk Songs ism. There are two separate lev-!are — your life, and nothing else.” IKopplin, respectively.
arr. by Eric Stokes
Margaret and John
I'm going to ha married on
Monday
Blood-eyed Susan
Arlyn Wapp, cello; Nancy Stolberg, soprano
Sonata for Clarinet and Piano, Op.
120
Brahms
Don Vorphal, piano; Don Halloran. Clarinet
Six English and Italian madrigals
I Sing We and Chaunt it Morley
i* In These Delightful Pleasant
,
Groves
Purcell
Stay Corydon Thou Swain Wilbye
My Bonnie Laaa
Morley
Now is the Month of Maying
Morley
Matona, lovely maiden
Lassus
The Madrigal Singera

¡

SCA Holds Weekly
Communion in Lent
Communion, open to all Lawrence
atudents, and sponsored by the
SCA, is being held every Wednes
day morning at 7:00, in the chapel
of the Methodist church. The com
munion services, along with the
vesper services held every Sunday
evening in the Presbyterian church,
•re part of the SCA program to
auppliment opportunities for wor
ship in local churches, and to pro
vide students with an opportunity
to worship together as a group.
Breakfast is being served each
morning after communion, a n d
there is time for atudents to make
• o'clock classcs.

« r e in b ea u tifu l sh a p e

Magically flattering to the feminine forrn}
with rounded hiplines to create the illusion
o f a handspan waistline, with bell-like skirls
jutting out in new moderate fullness.

now... P A t i G A G E takes
the guesswork out of pageend typing
Come see what wonders our

S h o r t J a c k e t Suit
will do for your figure!

Shown here in fine wool gabardine for the
new soft-line silhouette — available in

World’s fastest

popular colors: red, navy or black, sizes
10 to 16.

Rent A New

Sm ith - Corona
PORTABLE
3 Months — $15.00
(Will Apply Towards Pnrchaae)

! L W ;C /

Shannon

OFFICE SUPPLY CO.

Women's Suits —
Pronges Second Floor
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4 The Low ronfio n

Cupid's Return Expected;
Greeks Sniff Spring in Air

wen Vo Plato's ssslstsnts, Damon
and Pythias.
Translation to the thought of the
week two weeks ago. ‘‘Safety First
Delta Taa Delta
Here’sa loose hanging bear!

I flaming
mie

A » V n Aberaathy: Put Something On The Bar Besides Your
Elbows

Wall: Cold. C o 14
Tokyo
Heart
Ding-Dong Dropper«: Undecided
With Danny boy incapacitated by Ran-Foo Rahr: Slipping Around
the wounds he picked up over this Peiping Martin: Honey Bun
weekend it looked as if there Ching Chong Jamieson: Drifting

wasn’t going to be an “Ever lovin Along
Delt column. . .But as Dan said, Gangtse Gerot: Somewhere In the
Looks like our very own Appleton is becoming the cross-roads of the the rooms, the Terrace-room in the “I don’t want praise, I want co Night
nation, what with all the big politicians dropping in to chat with little jUnion has been reserved for the operation" . . .so here comes some Hit-Soo Hester: Indian Love Call
Grim-Mee Gaerin: I so Cold,
•Id us (and kiss all the babes, of course.) Seriously, tho, we should all p
. p .. , _
.. reserva. cooperation.
try to make as many of these talks as we can, not forgetting a copy of
‘
A bunch of the carpetbaggers of about to freeze, Pick I up and Kiss
Professor McConagha’s Convo lecture for background material. And tions must be made with Mrs. Mc- the house here have been taking I pleeze. ‘‘Want my coat?’’ No,
just a sleeve, ‘‘Empty or full?"
while on the subject of elections, we hope your man won yesterday. Kinley.
Bye-bye advantage of the ping pong scar Full, please.
Don’t forget to fly over to the Union tomorrow night for a hoe-down
city.
“Cross
my
palm
with
silver”
Buy Bond«
with the boys in blue. This affair shows great promise of becoming one
Kaptizke and “Pinch that quarter Misetee Sanduwasee!!! W.-B.??!.
•f those Lawrence institutions we used to talk about in our younger Beta Theta PI
Sigma Phi Epsiloa
days. And speaking of the Union, we are beginning to wonder when In spite of the weather, Spring again" Brown, backed by "Steel Congratulations to our Albino
Beak"
Dan
have
been
pushing
that Engineer (jg) is going to give up playing with our TV set and must be here. As an indication we
Brother for winning the P r e x y
call in some qualified help.
'show you the Beta chapter, whose cracked bails at half a rock
race.
The Ski Club, with a “skiing's good till the crops are in" attitude, i* varied emotions have been told this piece. The marginal utility of gnip Barkley joined the Hi-Y t h e
planning on the All-college ski meet Sunday. If it isn't hip-boot weather, r_Dorter in strictest confidence gnop’s has hit an all time high.
ere is a definite trend towards other
a”d is sP°rtinS * *}**•
There
b, sure to come oul end watch. And with spring (and nine-week. (Do ,, , „
,, ^
communistic pong ball system new P*11- He has always wan d to
exams) in the air, we find that Cupid is still basking in Florida. How*
Brother Cooley’s la Ieve. Bro now present.
belong to a social group and we
ever. Phi Delt Warren LaMack didn’t need the old boy’s help when
ther Blgford’a In love. Brother Capitalism Beware! !.
feel the Hi-Y is a good place for
be pinned Jean Hartman of the U. of Wisconsin.
Shields is In love. Brother Marth
him to display his talents.
And
We’re
just
about
socialized
jout
Alpha Chi Omega
I
~ '
speaking of talent, Bruce Buck,
___
.
^ . one year over a /aithful and true la la love. Brother Nelson's la after this past weekend.
.. . . . .
No doubt by now, many of you i
love. Brother Westeabarg's ill
First off we would like to thank Brokaw’s own Nature Boy plans
love. B r o t h e r Kruecke's in all the women folk for the warm to tour the state visiting various
have witnessed the results of our Kingdom:
Lady Anne Reynolds, president; Brother Pooler’s la love. Broth
clubs to explain the habits of the
prodigious efforts towards perfec Joan
English,
vice-president; er Westenburg’* la love. Broth reception given to the Delt choir. Red-headed Woodpecker.
To
quote
our
outstanding
monotone,
tion in the art of folk dancing. Our (pledge mistress); Joan Munson,
er Bauske's la love. Brother El»Jim Patten, Trotsky’s left hand
ladies really gave their all, and did treasurer; Margaret Hoyer, assist* greet better be In love. Brother better known as Blackjack Hoag, bomb thrower, had his hand par
“Best
Damn
Delt
serenade
in
the
• wonderful job. At rehearsals pre ant treasurer; Carolyn Sue Peter- de Silva — Uh-Uh. Brother Sve- past three years." Anyway we all tially blown off the other night
Brother Tippet think Steve did a great job on this while trying to throw a hand-gerceding the performance, c o m- son, standards; Mary Kay, record body — IJh-lIh.
ing secretary; Pat Sawyer, corres — Uh-Uh. Brother Blssell —get bear and we hope to spider-in with nade into an open window at Pea
anents were as follows:
ponding secretary; Mary Forney, a date. The world's la love with
body. We gave him a shot of Had*
Clelda: "Bend over yen bums!" SEC representative; Nancy War Brother Melind. Brother Breade- another one of those loose hangers acol from our large stock and we
real soon.
ren and Sally Teas, rushing chair* mihl doesn't give a dama
| Naomi: "My achla’ back!"
Us men folks hopes every one of expect he will recover by and by.
Warren
' Janet: "Here's hopping.'*
„ men;. Jean
.
. . . ,and Marilyn
„
A new sport is gaining popular- you foiks had a .real
. . . wing ding Dick Persike, Ed Nash, a n d
Margie: "We're tripplag
the Sandrock, social chairmen; Carol .fty in the r00ms of the Beta House time at the Delt long dress hop. Tom Warren are all trying out for
Bgbt fantastic.'
jGode, song mistress; Nancy Nolte, facing Sage. A tabulated list is be-, (j hope you mid westerners appre- the lead in "Taming of the
Sandy: "What la W? A freight activities; Peggy Rowe, Pan-Hell ¡„g j^pt as to the number of times ciate how I have picked up your Shrew’’. With men of their experi
•"¡¡¡¡T___ _ ,
„
¡representative; Susan La Rose,,*,. day Ritta, the Campus Run-1ungo) There were no doubt a cou- ence it will be difficult to make a
Jill? ‘This la divine.
publicity.
Iabout, passes by in her eternal i pie of bears who didn’t quite make selection.
Ronnie: "Utterly."
la additioa, Her Majesty be- 1search for a friend.
- —
Two rooms it but you can always count on a Don Sturtevant, the "grand old
Phyllis: "White paata every- ltows Her highest degree* of are deadlocked with a count of couple of loose hangers. As Ogden man of Sigma Phi Epsilon" left
gratitude to all who served so eight apiece, but the race is tight, Nash said, “Candy is dandy, but yesterday for Richmond, Virginia
Carolya: "Loose floppy ones?" very well la the past year; she, and we expect the record to be Liquor is quicker. (But much more to meet with the other charter
Jinny: "How're we goona keep at the reqaesi of Her aubjecte, re- broken before this paper hits the expensive. Huh, Kosk.)
members of the lodge. With him
Vm up?"
cognises their Jobs meritoriously street,
We noticed that quite a few fac went Mark Hanna Mink who Is
Don't know how we're going to performed.
phi Delta Theta
ulty, parents and alums managed currently working on a reorganlanake it around campus without Her majesty wishes to extend to | d uc
circumstances beyond our to spider
___ over
___ to
„ the
__ ___
Delt_____
open ration plan which will combine
canes for the next few weeks. Es Joan Munson and Jim Prims Her control the Phi Greek column was house, but where the hang were Sigma Phi Epsilon with a large
pecially with all this puddle jump- extreme great joy and best wishes. not prjnted last week. Plato Foof-'you girls.
National Sorority.
Jng. Maybe we'll start a rental on Kappa Delta
us, the official writer, and his a*
We hear that the Appleton Bus Mild mannered William Nietagogo sticks.
| As usual, the KD's spent a busy sociates would like to make it Drivers are going to have a con sche has started practice teaching
Glad to see so many of you at week playing basketball and danc- clear that if we receive the coop- vention this weekend, topped off at the Appleton high school. He
■* Pan
nlc Tea Frid" J'- Dld ,n* i"
'“'I;
'¡ration of certain "pe'opfe.¿ 1 .' will |with 7 j i t Jump at' the"MU on plans to teach vocabulary a n d
you see O]ivt*
1' ■incidentally, was really thejnever happen again.
Saturday night from 21:00 to Sun- counsel in Teen-Age Dating. To
Notice! For sale! Used phono- best ever this year. Our own Carol
Amon* the Hat of major de day morning at 01:00. Grab a date, him go our best wishes and to the
graph with cabinet. Very reason- Nelson directed the festival and velopment* we have first. the hop a Gray Hound (if it’s Air Force kids in his classes we dedicate the
able. For information contact any-everyone will agree that she real- pinning of Warrea LaMack to blue) and rub elbows with the song "May the Good Lord Bless
one in the sorority.
ly did a knock-out job on it.
,*nd Keep You".
Jeaa Hartmaa of the Ualverslty brass.
Humor has it that the campus j Alone, old "La Cucaracha" Ut- of Wlsconsla. Secondly, two Phi* Kappa Alpha Theta
| Question of the Week: What SIg
ptail has been circulating myster- Terath was unhappy on the night John Arbuthnot and Jobs C. Lar Greetings From China:
¡who has a girl in Milwaukee ain’t
lous packages and that the Beta of the festival because she still ry "Grandpa” Nelsea have reNineteen Ladies in sea green so sure he has got her charmed
House has witnessed the arrival of hadn't found that precious
. .. piece
.
. of , ceatly pledged Phi Beta Kappa. pajamas waiting for train in Soo anymore. He should be in circulaa new brother.
nylon which is
Sing Chow.” Lotus Blossom, For- tion very soon. But not for long —
P.S. Rumor has it that the Al- from some tree in front of Main Heartiest congratulations to all. eign Correspondent, cruising in her he’s too cute!
Atteation
Rip.
Mrs.
Wolfe
pha Chis have lost a sister as a Hall. Jan Schaefer was the very
junk down the Yanksee River on| Suggestion of the Week: Why be
result of science's latest invention. |happiest of all people at the danc- want« to *ee you %bout a French a Sunday afternoon (Twitch) stop- irritated, light up an Old M a i n
leasoa.
Atteatioa
J.J.
Are
you
la
thc mousetrap!
ing festival because she had had
ping to chomp in Soo Sing Chow, j Hall,
PI Beta Phi
her usual five and a third pieces need of any philatelic! equipment was entertained (?) by the KAT’s
such as stamp hinges, tongs,
We wish to extend heartiest con- of pie for supper,
meow:
gratulations to the members of ; Two of the moat picturesque magnify lag glasses, etc.?
Lily-Petal Lewis: Candy Kisses
Plato
Foofus
wishes
to
announce
the basketball team who took first dancers there were Pat Hurleaa
Egg-Foo Freeman: Sooner or
place in the inter-sorority tourna-1 and Mary Lois, whose precisional a contest opei) to all female stu Later
dents
at
Lawrence
college.
The
footwork
attracted
crowd*
from
ment. The skillful coordination of
Dew-Drop Draper: I've Got You
Ellie Shaw, Pat Lambur, Connie far and wide, Gretch Olson watch contest closes the day before spring Under My Skin
vacation,
and
results
and
answers
Cruntp, Donna McDonald, Kasha ed the other dancers a* she told
Shanghai Shaw: Pink Elephants
Stevens, Char Williams, Pat Neil, ( her «kunk joke. Gretch has a will be published the following on Parade
week.
Prizes
include
a
night
at
Jake Jacobson, and Loie Litch sense of humor equalled only by
Hoo-Flung Johnson: Why?
field wets probably never paralled Kit Klltskle, who’s just natural Hook's place where one can meet Hong Kong Hilborn: Dance Me
such famous people as Benny Me
In the history of basketball. May-1ly funny without even trying.
Loose
he once?
Spring vacation is just a mat- yer, Johnny. Sammy, Lois, Petie,
Fofe-Choo Feather: A Little Bit
Les,
Spence,
Henry,
MacArthur,
The alums really feted the chap- ter of a week and a day away,
Independent
Justin,
the
Boxer,
Bob
Snider
of
ter royally at a buffet dinner a Since the KD's are all so conscien108 S. Oneida
Week ago last Monday. The occas- tious, they really wish that there Hortonville. Gertie. Ruth Streator, Chop Suey Schlei: The Object Of
My Affections
Ion was the annual Cookie Shine weren't going tg be a vacation so Marge Kohler, Ralph Fabricius,
at which the ladies not only pro v- (th a t they could stay and do s o m e ^ y n n Perrein, Mrs. Yingling, Vin- Dur-Tee Dalton: D etour...........
ed their culinary adeptness but outside reading and extra research ce* Dave Jedwabney, Big Red, Waadded a special ring to the har- for their courses. Those are t h e boo, Howie Miller, Jim L*>wnsmony of the singing. That's al- br^jaks, though, aren't they girls? berry. W. O. Detweiler, Hooker
right Joanne, we know you were- Well, anyway, we'll probably all Schmidt, Bill Bennett, Candy. Roy,
n't in line for a third helping, just meet each other at the Chicago ;Lynn Burton. <for certain) “Aunanothcr carrot or was it a stalk public library.
itic,” the “Wig," Bill Kositzke,
Alpha Delta PI
¡Rupps, Martha. Slim, and Forrest
of celery?
We all enjoyed the Pan-Hellen Nine-weeks exams coming up Sylkes just to name a few.
1. How many
ic tea Kivcn last Friday afternoon brings to mind tests — which The questions:
for Miss Jones.
brings to mind marks — which people voted for Harry Truman in
We have a few brave souls in brings to mind our own Mary J a n e Creek county. Oklahoma, in the
our bunch who have given up the Miller who was elected Phi Bete. 1948 election? 2. What is the latievil habit of smoking for L e n t . Of course the sisters are expected tude and longitude of Ely, NevaHere are a few choice comments
equal her 3.00—how 'bout it, ¡da? 3. Of what stone is the Na
jtional Art Gallery in Washington
which arc commonly heard from Ruth?
their parched lips.
Due to overcrowded conditions in :made? Good luck to all. Send ans-

By JINGO

RICHMOND
CLEANERS
Dial 4-4234

Tennis Equipment!

Amy: "Only five week*, two
day*, fifteen hours!"
Bicker: “Get that dam thing
away from me. I said I'd do it
•nd 1 will."
| eraser: "Gum anyone?"
Mamey on a Saturday night
•t 11:00: " It’s Sunday in India!"
Lyn: "Can’t somebody keep
that clock quiet."
How's • Pogo" doing Kasha?
FINIS

Delta Gamma

Hear Ye; Hear Ye: Her Majes
ty Hannah now officially proclaims
the appointment to office of the
following fair maidens, to reign for

RACQUETS
BALLS
PRESSES
SHOES

GUARANTEED
WATCH REPAIRING
Fastest Service in Town
Q iO C n

JEWELERS

215 E College Ave.

NEW LOCATION:

211 N. Appleton
(Next to Bohl & Moeser)
Open About June 1

BERGGREN BROS.
121 N. Appleton
#
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New Exhibit
Shown at
Art Center
One Group Hat Work
By Dietrich; Others
Include Katz, AAA

Radio Ham Joe Schroeder, Delta Tau Delta, has set up a branch office in his dormitory
room and continues to practice his international hobby on campus. So far he has contacted
over 100 foreign countries. Rumor has it th a t he also has walkie-talkie com m unication with
number-one-gal Jill Moore, who has been seen raising the antenna a t Sage.

Deft Joe Schroeder Never Waits
To Use Telephone—He's a Ham!

Three groups of paintings are
on exhibit at the present time in
the Worchester art center. These
pictures will be displayed through
the end of March.
One of the exhibits includes a
group of paintings by Thomas
Dietrich. This grouping in the gal
lery is composed mainly of land
scapes done by Dietrich this sum
mer at Ellison Bay in Door coun
ty. The second collection entitled
“The Narrative Line in Abstract
and Semi-Abstract Painting” is by
Raymond Katz, a Hungarian ar
tist now living and working
in
New York. A group of paintings
from the Associated American Ar
tist’s galleries in New York com
poses the third exhibit, displayed
on the south wall of the lecture
room.
Dietrich’s landscapes are done
in a variety of mediums; watercolor, oil, and casein. There are also
several pastel drawings, an o i l
painting of a carnival scene, and
a silk screen of Main Hall. Katz's

The Lowrtnfien 5
Friday, March 14, 1952
exhibition is a series of oils m
which he incorporates his concept
of line in abstraction.
There are seven artists repre
sented in the Associated American
Artists’ gallery showing. The ex«
hibition has an international flav
or with three of the artists com
ing from Europe while the rest aro
from the United States. The Rus
sian, Nicolai Cikovsky’s painting,
“Our Lady’s Fishing Place,”
is
shown along with “Seated Nude,’*
the painting of George Gostz from
Berlin and “Sumnyer Morning,’*
the work of Sigmond Menkes of
Poland.
The works of the American ar
tists in the group include
Doris
Lee’s, “New Home," Lilly Har
mon’s, “Red Bobbin,"
Edward
Millman’s, “Polychrome
Inter
lude," and Arnold Blanch's, “Ta
ble and Chair." .
There will be no Freshmen stu
dies lecture next Tuesday,
March 18.

Don't f t i m

attempted to have thier ‘hams”
At Tl»e Time!
find out about our equipment and
to ask for radio parts to be sent so
they could make copies of them; it
is said that they haven’t been suc he contacted a “ham” in Portland,
“Come on, Harry, get off that
cessful in their attempt.
Oregon, who got in touch with the
phone!" One member of Delta Tau early stages, the entire short
Our “hams" as a group make state police who then rescued the
Delta fraternity who wouldn’t have wave spectrum was given to the favorable impressions overseas. couple.
to go through the usual waiting for amateurs, and only the lower fre Almost all of Joe's contacts
“I give up! That Delt line is al
the phone is Joe Schroeder Jr., a' quency bands were given to the have been English speaking con ways busy. Hey, Joe, can you call
junior from Wilmette, Illinois. He broadcasting stations; this gen versations, since foreign persons up a girl in Tangier for me?"
has his private “phone” and can erosity was enjoyed for only a who have the time and the monreach such places as Tangier, Ice short time. There are also wave ; ey to make this their hobby are
land, New Guinea, and Malta, and bands available which are of usually well educated.
NOW PLAYING!
it doesn't cost him a cent!
A service that the “hams” per
higher frequencies than the tele
form is "phone-patching”. For in
Joe is a radio “ham” who has vision frequencies.
his two-way short-wave radio in- f The American Radio Relay stance, if a serviceman in Japan
stalled in the Delta Tau Delta league and foreign radio societies wanted to talk to his family in the
house. His actual station is set up sponsor contests in which the ob United States, he would call a
in his home in Wilmette where Joe ject is to see how many contacts “ham” in his home town who
built it while he was in high school. you can make in a limited amount would connect his transmitter to
Amateur stations can be built for of time. Joe has made as many as the private phone. Radio “hams”
as low as $10, and a few sets have 4 contacts in 5 minutes. In direct are also of value in rescue work.
cost as much as $25,000. A good contrast is a conversation which A friend of Joe’s was snowbound
B U G L E S IN THE A F T E R N O O N
station can be built for about $200. lasted 3*/4 hours — try that in a in Northern Michigan on his hon
eymoon.
With
the
set
in
his
car
The “ham” usually buys the re public phone booth sometime.
PLUS
ceiver and builds everything else. Joe's most recent foreign contact
Joan Davis In “HAREM GIRL’
Joe’s Wilmette call-letters are W9- was with a “ham” in Tangier, who
W A R N E R BROS.
JUV with the addition “portable” works for the Voice of America
for his Appleton call-letters.
there. And what do a “ham” in
TH A T HANDSOME, CASUAL LOOK
Recently Joe was awarded mem the United States and a ‘,ham” in
BEGINS W ITH THE HAIR
bership in the DX Century club,, Tangier talk about? Yes, shop-talk.
NOW SHOWING
the exclusive society of amateur He has talked to many GI's who
Expert Hairents Given at
radio operators who have made were in French Morocco, Ger
two-way short-wave radio contacts many, and Japan; in 1947 and 1948
with at least 100 of the more than contacts were made with service
129 N. Oneida St.
200 countries of the world. Sehroe- men in Manchuria and Korea.
der’s is the 1428th amateur station In previous years he has reach
to achieve the 100 contacts since ed the iron curtain countries in the
Ukraine area and European Russia
the war.
Actually Joe has made contact where he talked to Russians whose
with 120 countries, but only 108 conversations were strictly busi
written confirmations have come ness; since then Russian activity
3 SPEEDS
through in the form of QSL (Ac has been greatly reduced.
The
Czechoslovakian
government
knowledgement) cards. This proof |
"An A m ericon in Poris" — Gene Kelly
is required by the rules of the club.
Certificates are given for each ad- \
"T he Belle of New Y ork" — Fred Astoire
ditional 10 country groups above \
100.
"I'll See You in My D reom s" — Doris Day
There are five low frequency
amateur bands available to the
“hams0 through the decisions
for
of the International Radio con
ference. When radio was in its

EXPERT WATCH

BFPiins

MARX
JEW ELERS

PPLETON

CONWAY HOTEL BARBER SHOP

Now In Slock-RECORD ALBUMS

MODERN DRY CLEANERS

MEYER SEEGER MUSIC CO.

QUALITY DRY CLEANING
With a Convenient Postal Substation
for Busy Students.
222 E. College Ave.

Murphy's
CHECKER BOARD
LUNCH

S ee PotuV s fo r E x p e rt

Tennis Rocket
Re-Siringing
Service

You can see
that he
eats at

••••

3-6666

Our No-Awl Hydraulic Tennis Racket
Re-Stringer shown here has a tension
power of !>0 to 70 lbs. and assures
greater uniformity in stringing.

Pond Sport Shop

133 E. College Ave.

Diel 3-1056
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Frosh, Sophs Capture
School Wrestling Meet

Friday, March 14,1952

LewienHe*

la the all-college wrestling tour
ball game which could very well
nament held last weekend, under
decide the 1952 inter-fraternity ti
classmen walked off with top hon
tle. Present standings are:
ors. Only one junior and no sen
iors won a berth in the finals, in Phi Delta Theta
dicating that wrestling at L a w  Independents
rence will remain on the high lev Delta Tau Delta
el reached this year for a long Beta Theta Pi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
time to come.
In the 123 pound class, Joe Yas- Phi Kappa Tau
utake beat Ron Kivell 7-2. Howie
Boor won the ISO pound title, us
ing his “meat’* hold to its great
est advantage in decisioning Fred
Bayer 4-0. Freshmen Lu Dearborn
and Rod Hall won the 147 and 157
titles, defeating Carl Podeweltx
and Bob Steele respectively. Hall
scored the only pin in the meet.
Abe Oglanian and Butch Mathe- Next Monday and
Tuesday,
son had trouble getting together March 17 and 18, the AF ROTC un
due to other campus acitivites — it will be inspected formally by the
their match was postponed for a Tenth Air Force headquarters in
week. Frosh Ken Hurlbut won the spection team.
177 pound title, besting Don Zinn,
On Monday at 10:00 the inspect
and George Oetting defeated Stan ors will meet with Dr. Nathan PuPreston 8-0 to cop heavyweight sey to discuss future plans involv
honors.
ing the unit and the college. At
Tomorrow afternoon the P h i 1:00 personal conference sessions
Delts and Indies meet in a basket will be held during which a n y
member of the unit may meet and
speak to the visiting inspectors
and make any criticism of the un
it or offer suggestions concerning
its administration. A class in ap
plied air power, instructed by Ma
jor Roy Sousley will be inspected
Bowling
at 8:30.
Beta Theta Pi increased their Tuesday's program includes in
,
. .
. . . . a..
,,
,
* *. *^|lead in bowling to five full games spection of two Air Science
I
Pictured above ore the Lawrence 1952 All-college wrestling champions: Top row, left to by uklng kwo out 0* three from classes, Lt. Homer Abrahamson’s
right, Georg# Oetting, Ken Hurlbut, Ron Hall. Bottom row, Lu Dearborn, Joe Yasutake, the Phi Tau’s. Other results were: at 9:00. and Capt. James Taplin’a
Phi Delts 2, Indies I; Sig Eps 2. at 10:00. At 11:00, Lt. Col. James
Howie Boor.
Delts 1. Dick Persike, Sig Ep. had Wiley’s class on applied air pow
the high game for the w e e k , er will be visited.
smashing down 196 pins, while In At 3:00 Tuesday a critique will
die J. Jeffers rolled a 565 three- be held in which the inspecting of
game series to take honors.
ficers meet with the staff of the
Standings:
unit and discuss it.
w
L
The inspection formally ends at
4 6:00 Tuesday night. The cadets of
17
Betas
9 the corps will be required to wear
12
Indies
12
Delts
9
12
9
Phi Delts
8
13
Sig Ep
13
8
Phi Tau

ROTC Formal

Inspection to
Be Mar. 77,18

Intramural
Highlights

Lawrence Thindads Take
Seventh in Chicago Meet
U of Chicago Takes First;
Carleton Earns Second Place

Union Approaches Bowling averages:
H. Spille Delt
Goal With Finishing jj. Jeffers Indie
J. Boldt Phi Delt
R. Persike Sig Ep
Of Terrace Room
K. Anderson Phi Delt

WRA News

174.7
171.3 Girls have picked partners for
169.5 badminton doubles and will begin
167.5 their first round of play this week.
163.8 Play will continue into the middle
162.6 of April according to Barbara Span161.3 det, badminton manager.
157.4
156
154.5 Skipping Wins Bet

Lawrence placed seventh of thei-------- ........................
■
competitors in this year’sl*“ 0™1 Plac* with * * and Mon*
Perfection will be the keynote of|H# Elegreet Beta
Midwest conference track meet at
third 27V* points.
Grinnell’s Terry Ellis put the s h o tthe Memorial union with Just a few J. Hamar Beta
Chicago, managing 9Vfc point*. Uni45 feet, 8 * inches for a new meet more additions. The completion of L. Pooler Beta
veraity of Chicago, the annual
D. Robertson Beta
record. Carleton's Kirk set a new1the Terrace Room is the immedi••guest" in the meet woo. with a
record in the 70-yard low hurdles , te goal of the Union Committee.
Y ° Ung IndlG
Basketball
| (ACP) Two Harvard university
total of 48 points. Carleton earned with a time of 8 0 seconds. ChicaIn games last Saturday the In- students recently tried a new form
With
this
room
serving
its
original
- . ■
■
■
■
■
■
■■
■ ■--------- ]go’s distance medley relay team
dies trounced the Phi Taus 70-50 of recreation — slapping each oth'tied a record held by Beloit with function as a small auditorium,
« I . » . ____ . ______ _____ . . .
]Ito
io remain
r e m a i n on
o n the
u ie heels
u c c i a of
u i the
u i c iidle
u i c er every 10 seconds for 48 hours.
iits winning time of 10:45.4.
meeting-place,
card-room
and tele*Phi
nwt Delts.
n . i , . Leroy
» ftrA„Ciesielyck
Piaaiai»»w paced
n, . . j
They claimed at first that they
.„«1
W
___________
—
*K___
Lawrence’s points were gathered vision room, there will be no more
in
two.„ h
... .
. .the Indies attack with 26 points. . . were trying to beat a Russian rec!?■\ . f f f .
*,*■ ? l,y
n»*i?r ch>n««» *"»■ in ip ro v im tn ts .lM ^ rm h ik the DeU, moved half a ord of 17.280 .laps, but later adDick Lougee's 12 feet 6 inch vault as far as present plans indicate.
game
ahead of the Betas by mitted this was a hoax. Actually
I took frist place, 5 points, to which! The chairs are set up and the trouncing the Sig Eps 59-32. Chuck they were trying to win a bet with
i Dick Bledsoe added 1Vi with a tie Terrace Room is ready for televi
Peters paced the Delt attack with classmates. And they did, to the
sion. Everyone is awaiting its first
James Svoboda has turned the f°r fourth,
18 points, while Pete Ziebell mesh itune of 8128.
best score so far on the rifle team . Tw^ P®hUs were awarded the Vik showing on the Lawrence campus. ed 13 for the Sig Eps.
jlawrentian u of m drug students 3
ings for fourth place in the distance Everything is in readiness, except
by scoring 387 out of
possible mediey relay, and a fifth in the the set itself. It will be in good
400 in the last match.
itwo-mile relay earned one point. working order in the near future.
Svoboda scored 99 in the prone Complete team totals were: Un Probably the biggest thing that
position, 100 in the sitting position,
4S* Car,cto" will happen in the Union, for some
n-r s .u
,,
...
, __ 37*4, Monmouth 27H, Ripon 19, time, is the Military Ball. The enm if kneeling position, and 88 Qrinnell 18. Coe 174, Lawrence 94 tire building is reserved for this
In the standing position.
¡and Knox 3.
occasion.
•¿«ht

Jim Svoboda Turns
In Best Score of
Air Force Gunmen

The Press Box

Fiddles to Honor St. Pat
At Square Dance Party
Monday in Campus Gym

The musical strains of "There
she goes, all dressed up in her
Although only the
Lawrence Warren and Lougee back the out- square-dancing clothes” will be
heard at the Campus gymnasium
wrestlers finished any where near *°°k is very bright.
Coach
Sprowl,
Laurmce
cage
on
Monday evening, March 17, at
the top in Midwest conference com
mentor, loses only one regular, 8:00 pm when the Campus club
petition this past sport season, the hard-driving Jack Pribnow. The will hold a square dance party.
outlook for next year’s wrestling, only other senior on the team
All campus club members will
With K.d have a chance to meet St. Patrick
swimming, and basketball teams is was Dick Swenson.
C.rosse, Diok (last, Jim Boldt, himself, and for those whose joints
anything but dark.
Kon Rammer, Ron Myers, and are too creaky to trip the light
Swimming coach Ade Dillon will Herb Voss all back next year, fantastic, card games will be held.
have conference champ Dick Lou the Vlke carers should be In the
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. McMahon
gee on hand to defend his 50 and thick el the fight for the title now head the committee for the event,
100 yard free style titles, along with held by Carleton.
with Mr. and Mrs. H. Spiegelberg,
this year’s Co-Captain Tom War-! Replacing conference champs]T. Howells. E G . Waring. Misses
ren. Warren looked like a sure Jim Webers and Don Rcinicke will Nancy Wilder, Beverly Laudron,
Winner in his rpecialties until he be a task for even Coach Hesel- Mr. Charles Elliott and Lt. Col.
broke his foot a month ago. With ton. But three other mat men who J. R. Wiley serving on the planTolking things over during the ski-jump port of the Lawthese two men returning, Dillon placed in the Midwest wrestling ning committee,
can usually count on spearing tourney are back next year — Jer' All staff members and instruc rence-Marquette meet held recently are (left to right) Don
three or four f*rst places a meet,!ry Webers, Rog Taylor, and Ken tors of the Lawrence College. Con- Dorchester, Lawrence, Ed Maes, Marquette, Paul Vezina, M ar
depending u ^ n t* e competition. Bauske. Also all the other wrest- servatory and Institute of Paper
quette, and Dave Brown, Lawrence. The Lawrence Vikes won
Dillon will r i Co-captain Bud lers are returning, making the job Chemistry are Invited.
Burnett, »’ I
’ “troker J i m .of keeping I .awronce wrestling stay A fee of 25 cents will be charg- the meet 28 to 41 Vi. Ski jumping events were held at the
Prims, u’
n dual meet at the Hgh berth reached this year ed to each member to help pay Pierce Park jump and downhill and slalom competition was
competitki
• «ur, but with tsome what easier.
ifor the »quare dauce caller.
»held at Calumet county park. (Post-Crescent Photo).
R.v Bill Cerny

Soviet Jokes Have
NewPhiTau Sentimental
Value
Housemother

Pan-Hellenic
House Greets
Miss Jones

U of M Drug Students
Get Ousted for Thefts

T k f Lawrentian J
Fridoy, March 14, Ì952

Editors of the Wampus, humor
(ACP) Four students at the Un
magazine at the University of Sou
iversity of Minnesota have been Today SEC Holds
thern California,* have added a
ousted for breaking into a profes Student-Faculty Coffee
little warmth to the cold war. They
sor's office and stealing the an
cabled the following message to
Hour in Union Lounge
As of March first, the Phi Tau the Moscow office of Krokodil, on by Sue La Rose
swers to pharmacy tests. All .four
house has been the scene of night ly Soviet humor magazine: ■
Pan-Hellenic house has a new9are members of the professional At four o'clock this afternoon a
ly seances under the capable lead “Our stock anti-Truman jokes chaperone, Miss Hortense Jones.‘ pharm acy fraternity Phi D e l t a Student-Faculty coffee hour will be
held by the SEC in the Rivervieir
ership of the new housemother and running low. Hear you have inex She succeeds Miss Pearl Miller.j Chi.
room of the Union.
haustible supply. Our supply anti- Miss Jones was reared in Chicago
chief reader, Mrs. Gladys Butler. Stalin jokes limitless. Suggest ex and attended the University of Chi* The same students also confes The faculty members who have
Just how successful these probings change and publication. Will run cago.
accepted special Invitations are Mr.
into the future will be, not even all your anti-Truman jokes verba B^ng a chaperone is a new ex sed to stealing $500 worth of fur- William McConagha, Miss Anne P.
Mrs. Butler can tell as yet. But tim for all our anti-Stalin stories perience for Miss Jones. She has* niture from a men’s dormitory for Jones, Mr. LaVahn Maesch, Me.
we have confidence in her, for she you use verbatim.”
Jam es Purdy and Mr. E. Graham
been a music teacher, a teacherr use in the fraternity house.
has had many years of experience. So far Moscow has made no re of primary grades at Kemper Hall
Waring.
Her knowledge of the art of for ply.
Sally Teas, chairman, stressed
in Kenosha. Wisconsin, and, mostt 'Mademoiselle' to Offer
tune telling started some years
that all faculty members and stto>
recently, a YWCA director. In her
ago in the upper Peninsula. Mrs. bridge party took time out and in work for the YWCA Miss Joness Short Story Contest
dents are urged to attend. Serv
Butler had m arried into a family sisted that the cards be read for has held positions in Anderson, In
ing on the committee under Mias
of six children ranging from four-,,them, despite Mrs. Butler’s cries diana, Richmond, Indiana, and La* For Undergrad Women
Teas are Meridith Montross, this
teen on down. Her husband was a .that this thing had gone f a r crosse, Wisconsin. In LaCrosse shet Like to write? Here’s y o u r week’s chairman, Nancy Ryan, re
mining engineer for Republic Steel1enough. Moreover, one of t h e was the executive director of thee chance! Mademoiselle is offering freshments. Barbara Emily, pubiW
in Crystal Falls. Life for her was' women present had spent some YWCA.
a $500 fiction prize for each of the city, and Bud Burnett.
as normal as life could be to ai time reading the cards also, and
Mias Jones was formerly a two best short stories written by) The coffee hour begins at 4r0|
woman thrust into such a position. she interjected the comment that member ot several clubs for busi undergraduate
'
women. Manu^ and ends at 5:30.
But then it happened. During th e' 1she would have read them a dif ness women, Zonta International scripts must be submitted between
Fall of one year, “the kids,” as ferent way.
and Altrnsa club. In connection now and April 15, 1952.
DROP DOWN
she calls them, asked her to addj11 But seriously, if we might be with her YWCA work, she was a
Only unpublished stories are eli
For. . .
atmosphere to their Halloweeni permitted to look into Mrs. But member of the Salvation Army gible. Manuscripts should be type
Party — by riding in on a broom ler’s future, I think we can predict board, the Ministerial association, written, double-spaced, written on
stick and telling the fortunes of’ a very bright one, indeed. A n d several social service groups and one side of the page, and accom
those present. So for several days, why not come around on the aft a community planning group.
panied by the contestant’s name,
Mrs. Butler was briefed on the ernoon of April twentieth to see A wide variety of things occupyy home address, college address,
love aifairs and gossip of the mo why we can make such a state- Miss Jones’s interest. She enjoyss and college year. Stories may be
ment. The rest she planned on• ment? At that time, the Phi Tau listening to music, especially to0 from 3000 to 5000 words.
making up.
house will be open to all w h o opera, and she enjoys reading. Nee Submit to College Fiction C o n Woman’s intution, being what itt would like to meet her. We can al- dlepoint is one of her hobbies, and1 test, Mademoiselle, 575 Madison
is, must have been overly - active‘ so predict one other thing. If Law- she is thinking of trying her handi Ave., New York 22, New York.
that night, though. Her successi rence ever has a carnival, you can at painting.
Mademoiselle’s editors will judge
was immediate and astounding. The- bet that there will be a booth for Miss Jones likes Lawrence veryy the contest, and other acceptable
fortune told to “ a very romantic: Mrs. Butler — fortune teller and much, and we hope that she willil stories will be considered for pur
Rook Sforo
girl” (she didn't tell us what itt housemother extraordinaire.
chase at the regular rates.
1continue to do >o.
was) turned out to be more true
than even Mrs. Butler had hoped.
And other fortunes later proved to
be true, although the woman on
the broom now says, “ Honest, I
don't know one card from the oth
e r.”
The maid back in Crystal Falls
heard of her success and asked
that her fortune be told. It proved
to be quite correct. Women at a
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In a -cigarette, toste
makes tho difference —
and Luckies toste bettor!
The difference between “just smoking” and
really enjoying your smoke *s the taste of a
cigarette. You can taste the difference in tho
smoother, mellower, more enjoyable taste of •
Lucky . . . for two im p o rtan t reasons. Firsts
L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco
. . . fine, mild tobacco that tastes better. Second^
Luckies are made to taste b etter ... proved bestmade of all five principal brands. So reach for •
Lucky. Enjoy the cigarette that tastes betterf
Be H appy—Go Lucky! Buy a carton toddy!
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Five-clljr personal placement service.
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5. Eau Claire, Wis........ 4.39
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9. Los Angeles, Calif. . 44.15 79.59
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9.39
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19. Green Bay, Wis..............79 1.39
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letter to the editor

the tackle box

Many students, even those gen
•rally
considered to be o! a serious B Y 8UNFI8H CHRISTIAN
from this campus, so let's stick
from the editorial board
nature, do not attend convocations As I watched a spider — a sure in something for the “Rah-rahs”
but are Instead to be found, of a and welcome sign of spring — at that dye their hair, or perpetual
ly play cards until the deck has
Thursday morning between eleven tempt the vast expanse of ceiling the same IQ as the dealer, and
and twelve, in the Grill room at in the River room Saturday, a all the other “let's have eight years
Student government U basic conference and also throughout the the Union. I propose, therefore, in
workman arrived armed with all of high school” people that make
here at Lawrence, not merely a world through LUC.
any attempt to campaign for more
the
interest
of
increased
atten
manner of tools and secured the self-reliance and responsibility for
The support of the students has
superficial organization charged been shown to you through their dance at convocations, that the Ad
moulding around the radio. This the majority of the students’ apa
with details. In it is the power to election of you as president. It is ministration close the Grill during
brought music to mind, and it thetically laughable undertaking.
«mite the students in all - school yours to transfer this support to convocation period.
College voters recently upheld
events and to mold school spirit; an active interest and participa I am sure that the increased at seemed time to mention that an the good old medicine - show
other spring sign is the pleasant politics tradition and selected
the power to unite the students tion in the workings of student
with the faculty and administra- government by as many as possi- tendance resulting, were my propos increase in musical activity in the candidate with the most in
tion by promoting understanding ble. For only an active and inter- al accepted, would be so satisfactory these parts. There also appears to teresting csrnival. Fortunately,
and better communication through ested student body can realize thejag to preclude any objection on
be a painful increase in a less de In this caae, both hopefuls were
formal and informal meetings; benefits of an increased unity,
fine, competent men; but the
the grounds that the deficit there
sirable kind of activity which I principle Is a sobering sign of
and the power to unite the stu-| The responsibility is yours to ac
by
incurred
in
Grill
operation
would
c e n ts with others in the
Midwest cept.
hope to show in due season.
the times. In an ideal environ
be too large to countenance.
To take up the baton where we ment, we still maintain our right
At the same time, I propose, op
from the editorial board
left off; I think the work most to select our cake by its extran
en the library, which at present
eous frosting. That's why people '
worthy of note
read banner headlines on how
remains closed during this period. this past week
Sutton Is a likeable guy that
This would certainly present an al was the magnif
reads good books and even fell In
ternative more, it would seem, in icent piano re
love: but the story of the young
Under your leadership, SEC this,and instruction. And you
h a v e Pepping
the ideals of the ad- cital of D i r k
father that helped capture him
F
r
e
n
c
h
.
I
particular consideration ofi
year has continued toThincrease in!*hown
being found shot to dearth In a
. ¡'tudVnt'n^eds'in a7i«Tu*ch as bus ministration if. as is sometimes the should like to
field as given small mention on
atrcngth and scope. The Midwest ¡service to basketball games and at case, an individual fe$ls that he assure l o c a l
the third page. That arrangement
Conference has grown In impor- .vacations.
must forego a convocation,
yokels that a booking-agonc y
sells papers.
poster
and
an
admi
s
s
i
o
n
tance as an organization for un 1 These are only a few high points. |
Datte Pierce
I’ve taken a crack at everybody'
charge are not always v a l i d else, I may as well bark at the
det standing among colleges. S t u- Credit is also due for your day-|
dent - faculty tics have
been by-day attention to the many func-l
criteria for expecting a superb heels of the school officials. <1
Strengthened through coffee hours lions of student government. Our,
performance, but reputation is. I hope this cynicism isn’t too obnox
and student meetings with the fac- thanks to you, Cal, and congratu
expected
an exceptional recital, ious; I’ll do another farce next
U<ty committees on administration iations for a successful year.
but not the phenomenal one Mr. time) For the heneous crime of not
BY INGERSOLL
flipping out their light promptly,
French delivered.
a hatfull of immoral young wom
While
very
infrequently
moved
Students, participate! Perform
en have been sent to the inquisi
year duty aa a cttisea! Regis by piano music, I was soon, like tion; a minor private affair be
the other listeners, completely hyp
ter
for
the
April
1
election
with
Sincere thanks to all who showed confidence In me. and special appre
notized by this artist who is so tween a few men and the telephone
ciation to those who actively supported me. My aim is not to please any the City Clerk, City Hall, be dangerously exQfllent that I fear company has, via too-typical dirty
•ne group, but to work for a spirited, active awareness of student gov*, fore March 19. Vote for the War Lawrence will lose him too soon. pool, been immortalized by some
eminent and ita function: to help the student develop a better life, with ren slate of delegatee.
Apollo himself was in those pre diabolical ^arbon copies; and an
in self, within society.
cisely. delicately fluttering hands evil young musician has been camIf possible, I intend to carry out my proposals, because I believe they Within the next two weeks. Ap- that turned a funeral march into pused fof spending too much time
ere positive approaches to campus problems. Approximately 80% of the _,_ton
^
hv turn
performing a concert with sundry
Student body voted In the election last Tuesday. I hope that in the next plelon wm
vlIltea
tw0 «“ • an enchanted elegy. He doesn’t other lecherous adults and arriving
play
a
piano;
he
caresses
it.
If
fear SEC will maintain as high a percentage of participation in studentjtlonal political figures, both of
from Green Bay ten minutes late,
government activities.
whom will be speaking at our own Virtuosi di Roma be "such things chaperoned by only a car-full of
The student executive council Is always open to all your criticisms; 1'chapel. It is indeed a rare oppor- as dreams are made of." then other folk.
•m open to them. Consider it your individual duty to push us if we fall tunity for students to hear Gover- Dirk French is such an artist as
How'l wish the enforcement peo
la k. to curb us if we overstep bounds. Student government is organised nor Warren one week and Senator pianos are made for.
ple
would learn to distinguish be
Though
much
imp
reseed
by
ter students for students. Its competence is in participation; its guide Taft the following, and let's hope
to in constructive criticism.
everybody on campus goes to bear the Virtueel concert, I have It tween what does and what does
on good authority that nothing la not cast a reflection on the school
Again, thanks to all of you.
them.
perfect, ae I locked ever so eare or on the individual. A rule is
DICK 0L80N
California’s Earl Warren is
pected in Appleton late,, this aft M r and AnaHv sDotted the flaw . .^supposedly) a guide based on
ernoon, March 14, with ari*%vening *—lle conductor's ahses weren't reason, and should, especially iu
I understand aerne folk an "individual attention" small
speech at the chapel. The spontan
walked
out
at the Intermission, school, be tempered with common
eous friendliness and charm of the
governor may inspire e rousing re bet they've learned their lessen sense and sensitivity. Naturally,
mW CI.IPPINGBR
M la a mock greater achieve sponse even in McCarthy’s home —Ttt bet that won't happen to nothing will come of this, because
these matters aren’t important.
Beware, mankind. . .you are ment to live harmenlenaly with town. Warren's vote-getting power Spike Jones come April.
By way of contrast, we went to But injustice — like morale • is
on the coast is such that in
fighting the world. You no longer each other, and on yenr planet, latest try for re-election he
the Little Symphony concert Mon a lot of little things.
cecal I how to live within nature than M la to attempt to change both the Republican and Democra day and heard George Sargent
Cnd now you are crusading against nature and try to make every tic primaries. If Warren should de wage a difficult but successful bat
tle with the mob of wooden bag
It. Have you forgotten that mar thing revolves about your ego- feat Tkft in McCarthy's hock yard
pipes that the con people laughing Fabltshe« m r y w u k darlas U *
yours
truly
would
fall
out
of
his
evolved from the molecular blob?
chair laughing (even if It would be ly refer to as “the violin section.” U r* y«s* m m H veasttesa by th t LawDon't you realize that you are akin
r t iU M BasrS d Castrai d U w m n
le cattle and pigs? You cannot re It is humorous when I see all no laugh to Messrs. Taft and Mc Orchids are In order for Lois Sch- n I h *. A f f l i t t a , Wtaaasais.
neeberger's
fine
oboe
work,
with
Carthy).
•
you
egotistic
animals
called
hum
write the laws that were before
I t s k t r SO, ISIS, sa Ih* » M t affla« st
you existed and will be after you ans, classify everything about you Speaking of Taft and McCarthy, which she proved it was not nec Applet*a. Wlaeaseta, s a l i t tfcs s si Si
and then argue about your clas it has saddened me who has al essarily an ill wood wind nobody M i n i S. ISIS. PrlstaS by tka Peat PsbCease to exist.
Kahtag eempsay, Appletes. Wlaassals.
Man Is constantly disfiguring the sifications. I laugh loud and long ways tried to credit the Ohio Sen blows good.
rata* sra ft.SS MS y«sr. fLSS
when I look through my glass and ator with Integrity, even when not If any other musicians did an SskaerlpUes
earth and sup
‘ ».
excellent
job
that
night,
I
apologize
agreeing
with
his
viewpoint,
to
see
your
ant
like
race
rushing
in
BSItwr-ls-cklef....................B«k«rt P a te m a
planting t h e
Pkesa l-SSKt
cessantly towards its destruction. note the chtmaminess of the Mc for not noticing — I was sitting too
natural w i t h
Saaster
That's right, hury and build the Carthy and Taft organizations here close to the violins. In all fairness, Baatsaaa m asater..................Jamas
the manufactur
Phasa S-SSS4
I
must
own
that
they
accidentally
hydrogen
bomb
and
make
your
in
Wisconsin.
It
is
even
more
disMassgtss «Sitar ..................L y ss Cstper
ed. Oil w e l l s
earth explode it will make a won couraging to note Taft’s failure to coincided twice during Wagner. Aaalstsst k a ila a s masascr. . . .Mary Kay
Cuck the blood
DEPABTMENT HEADS
Those
people
are
all
good
players;
derful picture for my camera. . . . repudiate McCarthylsm.
from the heart
BaaSUsa aSltar......... ............. Carsi K*ssa
they
just
refuse
to
play
simultan
I
guess
In
his
aU-eonaumlng
the
huge
blasts
of
yet
unknown
reatara
aSltar.......
................Mary Starks
of the earth;
energy, the heat, the tremendous ambition for the presidency, Taft eously. (That's right, get mad — Msala aSltar.............• • • • • • • .Staves Bsaak
bomb« discolor
Sparts aSltar.
.BIO Catsy
clouds, the terrific crumbling of feels he cannot afford to alienate and determined to make me eat COPT
Its face. Do you
tiHtfieoececcceeeo iB s rtS fl B®eOO%t
stone buildings, the screaming voic any of his support even If It those insults — you can, you *heterrapher......................... Dlak Zaelka
think that you
Jssaa
es. . .look there’s someone's arm means pandering to a charlatan know!!) Before I leave music, Cartaanlst..............................Wlnslaw
Can get a w a y
Ca-elreslatlss managers ...E sIS Gasarka
winging its way across spacc and and cheat. Personally, I am sure apain I suggest you get in on some
With this?
aaS Jasa Olaasar
see the funny expression of that Taft considers the tactics of some of these recitals and concerts; to ESitarfal BasrSt Bakert SseaS. WUIIasa
Why m u s t
Caaley, Cyntkla Fsrker. Ja k s Halface
as it enters the sun and be- of his senatorial colleaguea to he night and Sunday, for instance.
Ikian. . an infinitesimal part of
llsgswertk, Saks Arkatknat, Jess
But
the
Con
(and
other
cultural
cheap
and
rotten.
However,
since
the
A rata, James Samter, Deaflas Bef
the universe which is an infinites-J**08 *° ******* • -end finally,
instruments)
is
a
terribly
long
way
ase?. TeS Leaky, asS tka ESItar.
knal part of a yet smaller part of 9uiethideous quiet of noth-| he and McCarthy are both on the
right wing of the Republican par*
#1T". . .always crusade to make ingness
everything he comes in contact Have you ever strolled through ty, perhaps Taft’s making a bed
With, subjugated to himself? Man Slackness with your eyes wide op fellow of Joe Is only natural and
•
kind. you must learn that you are en and unseeing? Have you ever expedient.
le live in unity, not only within placed your foot on nothing and Speaking of Joe, you Democrats
yourself, but with everything about not have it sink? You are all alone, I (few although you may be) can
Cbout you. Man is no sun about and still you know that there is now rest easy. McCarthy has adWhich planets revolve. . .man is a something near you. You move and vised you that the entry of Sena
tor Russell of Georgia into the
puff or dry wind that doesn't have don’t go anywhere.
Laugh real loud. • .there la ne Democratic race means that even
the strength to move a single
Made of grass or cool the smal sound and yet, the soundlessaiess that even the Democrats have a
lest hair of a pig's behind. Regard breaks your eardrums and pounds good “American’* candidate. The
less of what man does, the world through your brain. • .Your eyes fact that Joe approves of Russell,
end the universe will follow the strain to aee. . .anything, and an apostle of white supremacy and
path that they were meant to fol- finally revolve and look Into your 'Jim-Crowism, is not surprising
lew. And all man can do with his brain.. .you hate yourself. Hands, ¡when it is remembered that they
ilstant prying an nose-picking is (they’re yours) feel your body are both members of the Fascist
ast himself and his little planet and feel nothing. You are alone lunatic fringe.
|pto dust . . . the dust from whichwith your mind In a veld for
eternity. . this la man’s Inheri nothing to imagine . . . .
they came.
tance.
You people must realise that
The Glcnville Mercury. Glenville
e o e
I found this on my desk last State College, W. Va.. takes noth
Tuesday night, who left it there, ing for granted on the part of its
90 mugs lifted
and wN)r it was left. I don't know.!readers. Last week it declared:
A big mystery at the University I thought I would publish it and ‘Total full-time student enrollment
ft California is who stole 50 beer see if any of you could understand has increased from 322, the first
ugs from e women's dormitory, it. If you don’t, I wouldn’t worry,;semester total, to 332, the second
at the biggest mystery is how did for if mankind is only a puff of semester total. This represents ~
"W h y George Ferris, whotever have you been doing these
beer mugs get in a women’s wind; why then, this short piece net gain of 10 students over the
Hast ten years?"
is nothing at all, really it isn't, first semester enrollment.'*
4srmitory in the first place?
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